
Love Rats 1067 

Chapter 1067 Shock! 

At the sudden sight, almost everyone was infected at the first moment. 

Even the audience who came looking for trouble had their hostility diminished in an instant. 

girl woke up from her sleep, rubbed her eyes, and heard the noise coming from outside the door. 

The girl hesitated for a moment, put on her dress, picked up the stuffed toy by the bed, and opened the 

door to go out. 

The sound of the wind suddenly grew louder. 

A few kerosene lamps were scattered sparsely in the dilapidated corridor, swaying slightly in the wind 

pouring down the stairs. 

The girl stepped down the stairs, and her lonely footsteps sounded particularly clear in the peaceful 

night. 

She walked step by step to the door, and then poked her head out of the darkness. Her black and white 

eyes stared closely at the resistance and violence taking place not far away. 

She didn't say a word, even her eyes were quiet enough to make people feel distressed. 

But even those who saw this scene through a screen could almost empathize with the child's fear and 

concern for her loved ones. 

Even the audience who immediately criticized the protagonist upon her appearance were stunned. 

It seems…not bad... 

And when the father's struggle finally succeeded, Phoebe rushed out from the door, crying. At that 

moment, everyone who saw this scene couldn't help but feel their eyes welling up with tears. 

white flowers adorning the girl's hair became the last scene in everyone's 

small town became a dead land 

stopped chirping, the flowers were no longer as bright as before, the sun became cold, and the air was 

filled with a despairing 

female teacher held Phoebe's hand and looked at the cement wall erected high on the city gate, 

suppressing her fear, and said disdainfully and arrogantly, "This is the new method that the other side is 

using to force us to comply. We cannot yield, 

eyes clearly reflected the high and thick city wall, making the familiar home feel especially oppressive 

and 

quietly, "Is it possible to just climb over that wall and 



teacher was stunned for a moment, then smiled, her smile filled with hope and sadness, "Yes, just like a 

bamboo shoot, a small bamboo shoot is buried in the dark ground at the beginning, but one day, it will 

grow tall and then break through the 

the rainy bluestone pavement, the sound of high heels 

female teacher led Phoebe farther and farther 

night, Phoebe held a paintbrush and drew a spring bamboo shoot 

buried the first shoot underground, which was still a 

her father and wrote a sentence with her childish strokes behind it, "We are all youths and will break 

ground one day! I will take you out of the cage, out of the Earth, and out of the 

Then... the screen went black. 

who were engrossed in the show, were 

The barrage, which had been calm for who knows how long, finally began to appear on the screen. 

"Where's the next episode?!" 

"Where's the next episode?!" 

"Damn it! It's already 10 o'clock, and both episodes are over!" 

"I haven't even started cursing yet, how did it end?!" 

"Wow, the immersion is so scary!" 

"I didn't see the opening and ending theme songs, how did it end?!" 

"I was so surprised that my hands were shaking. I have never had such a strong empathetic feeling 

before. I'm too excited. I need to calm down and then write a long review for Breaking Ground. It's 

so amazing!" 

"Phoebe's acting is really amazing. I almost can't believe it. This is a drama, not her real experience!" 

"Phoebe is too pitiful..." 

Meanwhile, the critical audience turned around and dealt with their comments doubting Phoebe's 

acting skills. 

Some deleted them, while others apologized. Weibo was lively for a while. 

Almost ten minutes after Breaking Ground aired, her first wave of trending topics appeared on Weibo. 

Phoebe - Amazing Acting! 

those who were about to criticize Breaking Ground after watching Love in City, they found these soaring 

trending 

the heck? Did they buy these 

tell they're bought. How could such a ridiculous thing 



my ass! Go watch it yourself before talking. Saying that it beat the Best Actor and Actress is not a lie. I'm 

going to write a long 

have seen Breaking Ground with their own eyes tell you that this is definitely not a bought trending 

topic. Rachel and Haider lost this 

is indeed awesome 

a feeling that Love in City is going to suffer a 

Inside the castle. 

two episodes of the TV series, Selena put down the remote control with satisfaction and went to take a 

shower in 

came out, she realized that her phone had been bombarded with various messages. Selena opened the 

messages and found that students from Creephia and Capital University were all begging her for behind-

the-scenes 

we don't want the full episodes, but at least give us some benefits. Without even the opening and 

ending songs, we can't help but give the show a bad 

our wish is simple. Could you please help us get a few autographed photos from 

as she read the messages. She didn't reply to each message, but instead opened her Moments and 

posted her first 

"Thank you everyone!" 

 


